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Diffractive properties of volume phase gratings in photorefractive sillenite crystals of arbitrary cut
under the influence of an external electric field
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We study the influence of bias dc electric field on the optical properties of volume phase gratings formed in
optically active photorefractive sillenite crystals. By considering a general case where the external electric bias
direction, the grating vector orientation, the light propagation direction~crystal cut!, and state of polarization
are arbitrary, we deduce analytical expressions for the diffraction efficiency and the polarization state of the
diffracted beam. The influence of the inverse piezoelectric effect is taken into account both in the uniform and
the spatially varying part of the impermeability tensor, as well as into the calculation of the effective static
permittivity. A theoretical comparative study of the dynamic behavior of the diffraction efficiency as a function
of the physical parameters that affect the diffraction process~crystal cut, electric bias, input polarization, and
grating orientation! along with experimental verification is provided. The general analytical solution provides
means of exploitation of the capabilities of sillenite crystals in several applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photorefractive crystals of the sillenite class
@Bi12SiO20 ~BSO!, Bi12GeO20 ~BGO!, Bi12TiO20 ~BTO!#
have been widely studied~see Refs.@1,2# and references
therein! and have been extensively used in optical sig
processing and interferometric applications~see, for ex-
ample, Refs.@3–8#!. There are various characteristics a
parameters that complicate the theoretical treatment of
diffraction from gratings recorded in sillenite crystals. T
simultaneous appearance of the natural optical acti
~which does not appear in other photorefractive materia!,
the electro-optic effect, as well as the secondary electro-o
effect ~which is the combination of inverse piezoelectric a
photoelastic effects! influences the propagation and the d
fraction of both the transmitted and the diffracted beam
Another important parameter is the crystal configurati
which includes the orientation of the input and output fac
of the crystal~the crystal cut!, the grating vector orientation
and the external bias orientation. The bisectrix of the reco
ing beams is perpendicular to the input face and determ
the direction of propagation; the grating orientation det
mines the direction of the space charge field modulation
finally the external bias determines the bulk birefringence
the crystal. Consequently, diffraction is influenced by t
configuration since both the primary and the second
electro-optic effects depend on the orientation of sp
charge field and the external bias. Due to the theoret
complexity of light diffraction phenomena in optically ac
tive, photorefractive piezocrystals of the sillenite class,

*Electronic address: optlab@auth.gr
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optimum operational conditions are not easy to find an
general analytical solution for the diffraction phenome
where the crystal configuration, the thickness, and state
polarization are arbitrary is necessary in order to optim
the parameter space. During the past years various pa
have been published approaching the most general cas
incorporating more parameters into the calculations.

In mid 1980s the first approaches treating these phen
ena appeared. Analytical formulas for the intensity and
polarization properties of the diffracted beam for the us

configurations on (11̄0)-cut BSO crystals regarding optica
activity have been provided by Shepelevich@9#, and also
including induced birefringence due to applied electric fie
by Marrakchiet al. @10# ~numerical solution! and Mallick et
al. @11# ~analytical solution!. Vachsset al. @12# and Pauliat
et al. @13# presented solutions also for the off-Bragg anis
tropic diffraction. Two-wave mixing was examined for th
same configurations by Mallicket al. @14# and by Pauliat
et al. @15#. Later on, Khramovichet al. @16,17# presented one
of the first concise analytical solutions for light diffractio
phenomena of transmission gratings arbitrarily oriented
the ~110! crystallographic plane under the influence of
external electric field. The effect of the birefringence induc
by the external field was also considered on studies of
evolution of the polarization of the diffracted beam@18,19#.

Over those years, the importance of the piezoelectric
fect on the diffraction phenomena became gradually evid
Izvanovet al. @20# calculated the influence of the seconda
electro-optic effect on the photorefractivity of LiNbO3 and
their theory was used by Stepanovet al. @21# to calculate the
photoelastic contribution to the refractive index of a grati
recorded in~110!-cut sillenites. The dependence of the com
ponents of the impermeability tensor on an inhomogene
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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space charge electric field with an arbitrarily oriented grat
vector was presented by Shandarovet al. @22#. On the other
hand, Gu¨nter and Zgonik@23# and Pauliatet al. @24# showed
the influence of the inhomogeneous space charge ele
field of an arbitrarily oriented grating on the static dielect
constant of a cubic crystal. The above results were inclu
in the calculations of diffraction efficiency~DE! @25# and
two-wave mixing~TWM! @26# of the ~110!-cut for arbitrary
grating orientation.

Recently, many studies regarding diffraction and tw
beam coupling in gratings recorded in~110! and ~111!-cut
sillenites have appeared including the optical activity and
piezoelectric effect. The optimization over several para
eters ~input polarization, grating vector orientation, cryst
thickness! in the ~110! cut was examined in Refs.@27–31#,
the recent~111!-cut was investigated in Refs.@32–37# and
TWM under dc and ac electric field bias was considered
Refs. @38–41#. Garcı́a et al. @42# have presented results o
optimization with respect to the off-Bragg angle and elec
field but ignoring optical activity.

The examined configurations in the above papers w
either the~110! cut or the~111! cut. However, there is inter
est in examining the general case of arbitrary cut crys
with arbitrary grating vector orientation. Eichleret al. @43#
have calculated the TWM gain of arbitrary cut crystals of t
43m space group, only they are optically inactive. Mon
mezzani and Zgonik@44# have also presented analytical r
sults on diffraction efficiency for arbitrary cut in general a
isotropic media including off-Bragg mismatches but th
also did not consider optical activity. Shepelevich@45# pre-
sented the first analytical solution for the DE and the eff
tive gain of a transmission grating recorded in a cubic o
cally active photorefractive crystal of an arbitrary crystal c
without taking into account the influence of an external b
electric field. A generalized and compact analytical appro
of the photorefractive wave coupling in cubic crystals whi
took into account optical activity and birefringence induc
from external bias was presented by Sturmanet al. @46#.
Those results were used by Kamenovet al. @47# to examine
two-wave mixing in the general cut and compare it with t
~111! cut indicating that the~110! cut is the most efficient for
two-wave mixing. Until presently, no complete study rega
ing the influence of the external bias on the arbitrary-
diffraction problem has been presented.

In this paper we deduce analytical expressions for
diffraction efficiency of volume phase gratings recorded
cubic photorefractive piezoelectric sillenite crystals under
influence of external bias electric field. In contrast to t
majority of the literature where these diffraction problem
are addressed by deriving and solving the coupled wave
ferential equations, we use the simpler, yet accurate, me
of summing up the amplitude of the diffracted beams com
from elementary gratings slices along the crystal de
@11,14,48,49,34,31#. We consider a general case, where
grating vector orientation, the external bias direction,
light propagation direction, and state of the input polarizat
are arbitrary. First of all, the secondary electro-optic eff
contribution and the principal refractive indices are analy
cally calculated for an arbitrary cut. Then, the diffractio
05660
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efficiency and diffracted light state of polarization are an
lytically and explicitly expressed by the material physic
parameters~e.g., electro-optic, piezoelectric, and photoelas
parameters, optical activity!, the geometric terms~grating
vector orientation, bias electric field orientation, light prop
gation direction!, the crystal thickness, and the state of p
larization of the input beam. The calculations are perform
under the assumptions of undepleted input beam, para
propagation direction, on-Bragg diffraction conditions, a
for a constant prerecorded grating. The theoretical results
applied to the two distinct~110! and ~111! cuts and experi-
mental verification is provided. Finally, the diffraction effi
ciency for arbitrarily cut crystal is investigated when elect
field is applied and the grating vector orientation is such t
DE is maximum or independent from the input polarizatio

II. CALCULATION OF THE REFRACTIVE
INDEX CHANGE

A. Space charge field

Before proceeding to the calculation of the diffractio
properties of the grating it is essential to calculate the sp
charge field, the impermeability tensor changes under c
stant and spatially modulated electric field, and the refrac
index changes that are induced by the electric field. The e
tric field inside the crystal is derived from the modulation
the space charge density in the form ofEsc5Esc

o cos(G•r )
and the constant part results from the externally applied e
tric field Eo .

Apart from the usual influence on the electro-optic co
ficient, the piezoelectric effect also modifies the static p
mittivity of grating due to the deformations taking place i
side the crystal@23,24,50#. Introducing this influence to the
Poisson equation (“•D5r) results in a modified formula
for the calculation of the space charge field@51,31#

Esc
o 5

Lrsc
o

2p
~e i j

s l i l j1ei jk l i l jgkiepi j l pl i !
21, ~1!

whereL is the period of the grating,rsc
o is the amplitude of

the space charge density, and the parentheses is the effe
static permittivityeeff of the grating, consisting of the ordi
naryeord and the piezoelectricepz parts. Here,e i j

s is the static
permittivity tensor,ei jk is the piezoelectric tensor,gki is the
inverse of the Christoffel tensorG ik5Ci jkl l j l l , Ci jkl is the
elastic stiffness tensor,$ l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3% are the projections of the
unit vector l̂ to crystallographic axes~see Fig. 1!, and all
indices range from 1 to 3.

In order to calculate the products in Eq.~1!, we follow the
reduction of indices for the 23 class after Nye@52#. The
suffix notation of the 81-element elastic stiffness ten
Ci jkl is reduced to 36-elementcmn, and of the 27-elemen
piezoelectric tensorei jk to the 18-elementemn. The indepen-
dent nonzero elements for a 23 class BGO crys
are es5e11

s 5e22
s 551.5eo , e5e145e255e3650.98 C/m2,

c15c115c225c33512.8431010 N/m2, c25c125c215c23
5c325c135c3152.9431010 N/m2, and c35c445c555c66
2-2
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DIFFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF VOLUME PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056602 ~2003!
52.5531010 N/m2 @53#. After these replacements, we calc
late the effective static permittivity tensor for arbitrary dire
tion of the grating vector:

eeff5eord1epz5es1
4e2

A4
~A1l 2

2l 3
21A2l 3

2l 1
21A3l 1

2l 2
2!, ~2!

whereA1 , A2 , A3, andA4 are

Ai5c1c32c3~c11c312c2!l i
2

1~c12c222c3!@~c11c2!l j
2l k

22~c21c3!l i
2~12 l i

2!#,

~3a!

A45@~c12c3!~c11c2!22~c21c3!2# l 1
2l 2

2l 3
2~c12c222c3!

1c1c3
21c3~c11c2!~ l 1

2l 2
21 l 1

2l 3
21 l 2

2l 3
2!, ~3b!

where$ i , j ,k% in Ai are cyclic permutations of$1,2,3%.
The plot of theepz/eord ratio for arbitrary grating vector

direction is shown in Fig. 2. The depicted surface is exhib
ing the fourfold symmetry axes along the crystallograp
axes, threefold along thê111& and equivalent directions
and twofold alonĝ 110& and equivalent which are includin
the expected symmetry elements of class 23. The influe
of the piezoelectric effect is maximum~10.6% ofeord) when
G is along thê 110& directions, is zero whenG is along the
principal crystallographic axes, and local minima~3.7% of
eord) are appearing whenG is parallel to^111& directions.
Consequently,Esc

o is reduced down to 92.3% at^110& and
97.2% at^111& from its original value.

For the gratings recorded in Sec. V we assume that
amplitude of the space charge fieldEsc is proportional to
externally applied electric fieldEo . When the grating forms
an anglegG with the direction of the applied field, the com
ponent of Eo contributing to the space charge buildup
proportional to cos(gG), or Esc

o 5a cos(gG)Eoes/eeff

@2,49,46#, wherea is simply a scaling parameter indicatin
the efficiency of the space charge buildup.

FIG. 1. Crystallographic $Ox1 ,Ox2 ,Ox3% and laboratory
$Ox,Oy,Oz% coordinate axes.Oy is the direction of light propaga
tion and the$Ox,Oz% plane defines the front face of the crysta

Here,l 1 , l 2, andl 3 are the projections of the unit vectorl̂ onto the
crystallographic axes.
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B. Refractive index change

The changes in the impermeability tensor@Bi j

5(1/eo)e i j
21# are attributed to the electro-optic and to th

elasto-optic effect. For a homogenous electric field in an
clumped crystal there is homogenous deformation and
change in the impermeability tensor is

DBmn
o 5Eor mnpl p1Eopmnklepi jCkli j

21 l p . ~4!

For a spatially modulated space charge field the amplitud
the impermeability tensor modulation is:

DBmn
sc 5Esc

o r mnpl p1Esc
o pmnklgkil lepi j l pl j , ~5!

wherer mnp is the electro-optic tensor andpmnkl is the elasto-
optic tensor. ForDBmn

o in Eq. ~4!, l 1 , l 2, and l 3 are the
projections ofEo /Eo to the crystallographic axes, while fo
DBmn

sc in Eq. ~5! they are the projections ofG/G, which are
generally not parallel. The 27-element electro-optic tenso
contracted down to 18-elementr i j and the 81-element elasto
optic tensor down to the 36-elementpik . The independent
nonzero elements for a BGO crystal arer 5r 415r 525r 63

53.14 pm/V (l5645 nm) @54#, p15p115p225p3350.12,
p25p125p315p23, p35p135p215p32, p21p350.19, and
p45p445p555p6650.01 @55#. We carry out the multiplica-
tions in Eqs.~4! and~5! and the on and off diagonal elemen
of the impermeability tensor for arbitrary direction ofEo and
G become

FIG. 2. Spherical plot of theepz/eord ratio for arbitrary grating
vector direction for a BGO crystal.
2-3
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DBmm
o 50, DBmn

o ~mÞn!5Eo~r 1ep4 /c3!l p , ~6!

DBmm
sc 52Esc

o elml nl p

p1Am1p2An1p3Ap

A4
, ~7!

DBmn
sc ~mÞn!5Esc

o l pS r 12ep4

Anl m
2 1Aml n

2

A4
D ,

where $m,n,p% are cyclic permutations of$1,2,3%, any re-
currence of an index in these equations does not denote
mation over this index, andA1 , A2 , A3, andA4 are given
from Eqs.~3!.

The refraction indices of the eigenpolarizations are giv
by the length of the principal axes$Ox8,Oz8% of the ellipse
which is formed by the cross section of the indicat
Bi j xixj51 with the plane which is perpendicular to the d
rection of propagation@52#. After some simple calculation
we find that the changes of the refractive indices for an
bitrary cut sillenite crystal are

Dnx52 1
4 no

3~Q111Q221Qo!,

Dnz52 1
4 no

3~Q111Q222Qo!, ~8!

tan~2c!5
Q121Q21

Q112Q22
, cos~2c!5

Q112Q22

Qo
, ~9!

wherec is the angle between theOx axis and the principa
axis Ox8, Qi j andQo are

Qi j 5 l mil n jDBmn ,

Qo5A~Q112Q22!
21~Q121Q21!

2. ~10!

Here,$m,n%5$1,2,3%, $ i , j %5$x,z%, andl mi is the projection
of l m to i axis. The formulas for the calculation ofDnx and
Dnz apply for both electric fieldsEo andEsc, the refractive
indices are Dnx,zsc

and Dnx,zo
, the principal axes are

$Oxo ,Ozo% and $Oxsc,Ozsc%, and their orientations areco
andcsc, respectively~Fig. 5!. Finally, the orientation of the
principal axes depends only on the orientation of the elec
field and not on its value.

III. DIFFRACTION THEORY: THE ELEMENTARY
SLICE APPROACH

In the case of a birefringent and optically active crys
the process of diffraction from volume phase gratings
volves two phenomena, the propagation of light in the crys
and diffraction itself, and they are described by the gene
two-wave mixing equation in tensorial form

¹2E2“~“•E!1v2m@e i j
o 1de i j

sccos~G•r !#E50, ~11!

whereE is the optical electric field,G is the grating vector,
andm is the magnetic permeability. The electric permittivi
05660
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is split into a constant bulk componente i j
o and a spatially

modulated componentde i j
sccos(G•r ) which are depending on

the external bias and the space charge field, respectively.
simultaneous influence of the constant and the spati
modulated parts of the permittivity tensor throughout the
tire crystal bulk leads to a nontrivial cross section pattern
the indicatrix@see Fig. 3~a!#. However, these two aspects ca
be treated independently by splitting the tensorial Eq.~11!
into two eigenvector equations and then by following t
analysis introduced by Mallicket al. @11#.

We consider small elementary thin slices inside the cry
~Fig. 4! that are perpendicular to the general propagat
direction ~paraxial approximation! and that the electric field
is perpendicular to the direction of propagation (E'Oy). If
the permittivity tensor is expressed in the laboratory coor
nate system$Ox,Oy,Oz%, then the eigenwave equations fo
the bulk and the modulated permittivity tensor are

de i j
scEk

g5dekEk
g , e i j

o El
b5e l

oEl
b , ~12!

whereEk
g andEl

b are the two eigenpolarization vectors of th
spatially modulated (g grating! and the constant (b bulk!
components of the reduced permittivity tensor as expres
in the lab coordinate system anddek and e l

o are the eigen-
values, wherei , j ,k,l 5$1,2% ~in this particular case the re
peated indicesk and l at the eigenvalue productsdekEk

g and
de lEl

g do not imply summing over the range of the indice!.
We can generally express an arbitrary light electric field v
tor E as a linear combination of any of the eigenstate pa

FIG. 3. Various phases of the indicatrix section along a grat
period ~not in scale!. ~a! When electric bias field is applied (Eo

Þ0) the indicatrix has a mean orientation$Oxo ,Ozo% and elliptic-
ity. Under the influence of the space charge field (Esc is generally
not parallel toEo) the section is tilted and its ellipticity is modu
lated around the mean value.~b! Whene i j

o is isotropic (Eo50, or
for an elementary grating! the indicatrix is influenced by
de i j

sccos(G•r ) alone, and the section has fixed orientation ax
$Oxsc,Ozsc%.

FIG. 4. Diffraction from an elementary thin slicedl.
2-4
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E5gk~y!Ek
g5bl~y!El

b , ~13!

where gk(y) and bl(y) are generally functions of crysta
depthy that contain phase shift information due to propag
tion. The bulk eigenstatesEl

b can also be expressed as
linear combination of theEk

g eigenstates

El
b5dlkEk

g . ~14!

By consecutively substituting Eqs.~13!, ~12!, and ~14! into
Eq. ~11!, assuming an isotropic Bragg diffraction, and a
suming that the coefficientsgk(y) andbl(y) remain constant
for an elementary thin slice of the crystaldl so that
¹2gkEk

g5gk¹
2Ek

g and“(“•gkEk
g)5gk“(“•Ek

g), the two-
wave mixing equation can be split into two scalar equatio
corresponding to the two eigenstatesEk

g :

¹2Ek
g2“~“•Ek

g!1v2m@ek
sb1dekcos~G•r !#Ek

g50,
~15!

whereek
sb5e l

obldlk /(bldlk) are the scalar bulk permittivities
The value of each scalar bulk permittivityek

sb oscillates be-
tween the two bulk eigenvaluese l

o of the permittivity tensor
e i j

o and it depends on the polarization of the input beam.
It is clear that the problem of light propagation and d

fraction through an elementary periodic grating slice can
simplified to two eigenvector TWM equations with the u
of the eigenvectors of the gratingEk

g . Considering that elec
trogyration is negligible in sillenites, the eigenvectors of t
grating are linearly polarized~see Sec. II B! and the problem
is simplified. The solution of the scalar diffraction problem
well known by Kogelnik@56# and the amplitude of the dif
fracted beam is

Uk52 isin
p dek L

2 ek
sblmcosuB

Ek
g52 i sin

p Dnk L

l cosuB
Ek

g , ~16!

where lm and l are, respectively, the wavelengths in t
medium and in vacuo,uB is the Bragg angle, andL is the
crystal thickness. Here,Dnk are amplitudes of the refractiv
index modulation of thek5$xsc,zsc% eigenstates that wer
calculated in Eq.~8! and are illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. For the
paraxial approximation, it is cosuB.1 and the resulting dif-
fracted beam has the same polarization as the input eige
larization. If we assume that the diffraction efficiency is lo
so that the portion of diffracted light that diffracts back to t
original direction is negligible, the amplitude of the ligh
electric field eigenvector that is diffracted from an eleme
tary slicedl of the grating is

dUk.2 i
p Dnk dl

l
Ek

g . ~17!

The total light electric field of the diffracted beam at th
exit of the crystal is the sum of the elementary electric fie
of the diffracted beams from each elementary slice and it
be calculated by integratingdUk over the entire crysta
depth. However, the polarization of light is changing wh
propagating through crystal depth due to the bulk birefr
05660
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gence and optical activity. Although these phenomena
neglected while light is diffracted by the elementary gratin
they should be taken into consideration both before and a
the diffraction. This means that the light entering the crys
should be analyzed into the bulk eigenstatesEl

b which propa-
gate independently with different velocity until the gratin
Then they are analyzed into the grating eigenstatesEk

g , they
are diffracted, and the diffracted beams are analyzed a
back toEl

b eigenstates which propagate independently in
same manner until the exit of the crystal. In this way t
diffracted light beam which comes from the grating conta
the information of bulk polarization. Integrating over th
crystal depth results in the total electric field of the diffract
beam; the process of integration combines both diffract
and propagation phenomena.

IV. OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE FOLLOWED
TO CALCULATE THE DIFFRACTION PROPERTIES

We shall follow the Jones calculus notation to describe
calculation of the diffracted beam amplitude. We consid
that the light entering the front face of the crystal is genera
elliptically polarized,Pi is the vector of the electric field, an
Po

2 is its intensity. Assuming a paraxial direction of propag
tion so that the light electric field does not have compone
on Oy axis, the polarized light expressed in matrix notati
on theOxi ,Ozi axes is

Pi5
1

A11«2
Po e2 ivtS 1

i« D
i

, ~18!

where« is its ellipticity defined as the ratio of thezi to thexi
axes of the ellipse («P R) ~see Fig. 5!. If «50, the light is

FIG. 5. Analysis of the inputP into the two eigenpolarization
states JLP and JRP. $Ox,Oz%, $Oxi ,Ozi%, $Oxo ,Ozo%, and
$Oxsc,Ozsc% are the external, the input, the bulk eigenstate and
grating eigenstate, coordinate systems. The positive sense of
tion is indicated.
2-5
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linearly polarized, and if«:0, the sense of rotation is ant
clockwise or clockwise, respectively, for an observer who
looking along the direction of the propagation of light—th
convention that the anticlockwise rotation along the direct
of propagation is positive is to be followed throughout t
paper. The small index at the lower right corner of the ma
denotes the set of axes that the components of the ve
refer to, e.g.,i indicates theOxi ,Ozi axes. The two compo
nents of the elliptically polarized lightPi are projected to the
eigenaxesOxo ,Ozo by multiplying with the rotation matrix
R(u)5(sinu cosu

cosu sinu) and the resulting light electric field at th
entrance face (l 50) is

Po~0!5R~2u!Pi . ~19!

Po(0) can be analyzed into the two elliptical eigensta
of polarization by multiplying with the eigenstate matric
JL andJR given by the equations

JL5
1

11k2 S 1 2 ik

ik k2 D , JR5
1

11k2 S k2 ik

2 ik 1 D ,

~20!

wherek is the ellipticity (uku<1) of the elliptic eigenpolar-
izations. According to Nye@52# the ellipticity k of the eigen-
states of polarization is

k5tanF1

2
arctanS 2%

d D G , ~21!

whered is the phase difference per unit length between
two eigenpolarizations regarding the birefringence alone
% is the rotation of the polarization plane per unit leng
regarding optical activity alone. The phase differenced is
calculated from the refraction indices along theOxo ,Ozo
axes

d5
2p

l
~Dnzo

2Dnxo
!. ~22!

The total phase difference between the two elliptic eigen
larizations is connected with the phase differenced and the
rotatory power%o ,

f25d21~2% !2. ~23!

After propagating to crystal depthl, the ‘‘fast’’ eigenstate
gains a phase differencef l over the ‘‘slow’’ and light elec-
tric field turns out to be

Po~ l !5e2 if lJLPo~0!1JR Po~0!. ~24!

In order to calculate the portion of the light that is d
fracted from the elementary slicedl, the components o
Po( l ) must be rotated to theOxsc,Ozsc principal axes of the
05660
s
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tor
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section of index ellipsoid of the periodic phase grating~also
named diffracting axes! which are lying at an angleDc to
Oxo . The elementary diffracted components are paralle
their diffracting axes and according to the approach
scribed in Sec. III@Eq. ~17!# the Jones matrix of the diffract
ing grating slice is

Dnsc52 i
pdl

l S Dnxsc 0

0 Dnzsc

D
sc

. ~25!

Finally, the light electric field of the beam which is diffracte
from thedl slice along the$Oxo ,Ozo% axes is

dUo~ l !5R~2Dc!DnscR~Dc!Po~ l !. ~26!

The diffracted portion is analyzed into the two eigenstates
polarization which propagate independently till the back fa
of the crystal and af(L2 l ) phase difference is introduce
to the ‘‘fast’’ eigenstate:

dUo~L !5e2 if(L2 l )JLdUo~ l !1JR dUo~ l !. ~27!

The output light electric field is calculated by integrating t
elementary portions from the thin slices throughout the cr
tal depth:

Uo~L !5E
l 50

L

dUo~L !

5FLe2 ifLJL R~2Dc!DnscR~Dc!JL

1
i

f
~e2 ifL21!JLR~2Dc!DnscR~Dc!JR

1
i

f
~e2 ifL21!JR R~2Dc!DnscR~Dc!JL

1LJRR~2Dc!DnscR~Dc!JRGPo~0!. ~28!

The above equation is actually the transfer function of Bra
diffraction from the volume phase grating, and it consists
two intramodal diffraction components~diffraction to the
same eigenmode! and of two intermodal components~dif-
fraction to the opposite eigenmode!. The terms inside the
brackets constitute the 232 Jones matrix of the diffraction
grating. We calculateUo(L) in analytical form by substitut-
ing Eqs.~18!, ~19!, ~20!, and~25! into Eq. ~28!,

Uo~L !5e2 ivtS A1 i B

C1 i D D
o

, ~29!

where$A,B,C,D% P R are defined in the Appendix, see E
~A1!. The diffraction efficiencyh is the ratio of the dif-
fracted to the input light intensity, that is,
2-6
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h5
^ 1

2 Uo~L !•Uo~L !* &
^ 1

2 Po~0!•Po~0!* &
5

A21B21C21D2

Po
2

. ~30!

After a few calculations an analytical formula for diffractio
efficiency with the following format can be found:

h5hdc1hac1
cos~2u!1hac2

sin~2u!5hdc1haccos~2u1j!,
~31!

where
th

O
f t
t

he
d

nt
m

05660
hac5Ahac1
2 1hac2

2 , ~31a!

j52arctan
hac2

hac1

1H p if hac1
<0

0 if hac1
.0,

~31b!

wherehdc, hac1
, hac2

are presented in the Appendix:

The azimuthcaz, the ellipticity «o , and the sense of ro
tation s of the diffracted light can be determined from E
~28!. After some simple calculations the derived formulas a
tan~2caz!5
2~AC1BD!

A21B22C22D2
5

p

q
, ~32a!

«o
25

A21B21C21D22A4~A C1B D!21~A21B22C22D2!2

A21B21C21D21A4~A C1B D!21~A21B22C22D2!2
5

hPo
22Ap21q2

hPo
21Ap21q2

, ~32b!

s5H anticlockwise if A D2B C.0

linearly polarized if A D2B C50

clockwise if A D2B C,0.

~32c!
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When no electric field is applied (Eo50) and for linearly
polarized input«50 @34#, hdc, hac, andj in Eqs.~A2! are
reduced to

hdc5
p2L2

4l2
@~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!2sinc2~%L !1~Dnxsc

1Dnzsc
!2#,

~33a!

hac5
p2L2

2l2
~Dnxsc

22Dnxsc

2!sinc~%L !, ~33b!

j5% L22 csc. ~33c!

Additionally, the theoretical results are in agreement with
analysis on the (110̄) cut in Ref. @11# and also with the
results on DE versusEo and thickness in Ref.@46#.

V. EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY

A. Experimental procedure

In this section measurements of the intensity~diffraction
efficiency! and the polarization state~azimuth and ellipticity!
of the beam that is diffracted from gratings recorded in BG
crystal are presented. In order to examine every aspect o
theory, the variable parameters of the experiments are
grating vector orientation, the input polarization, and t
strength of the externally applied electric field during rea
out.

The experimental setup for two-wave mixing experime
is depicted in Fig. 6. A collimated beam, produced fro
e

he
he

-

s

Hg-Xe white arc lamp, the wavelength of which is select
by an interference filter, illuminates the grating. The ima
of the grating is formed on the crystal with the use of tw
lensesL1 andL2, as shown in Fig. 6. By placing two ape
tures in the Fourier plane between the lenses, transmissio
allowed only for the61 diffracted orders, so that the filtere
image which is projected to the crystal has sinusoidal pro
with periodL525 mm ~far drift region!. The grating is re-
corded using 545 nm unpolarized light, the modulation
m51, and the total exposure is 0.4 mJ/cm2; during the re-
cording a static electric field is externally applied. For t
readout process 645 nm illumination is selected, thea21
aperture is blocked so that only one diffraction order is tra
mitted to the crystal, and the diffracted light is gathered in
a photomultiplier~PM!. For the measurement of the DE o
the grating, a polarizer is placed before the crystal and div
ing the intensity of the diffracted to the transmitted bea
yields the DE. For each particular gratinghac and hdc are
measured by rotating the polarizer and calculating the am
tude and the mean value of the signal, respectively. For
measurement of the polarization state of the diffracted be
a rotating analyzer is placed behind the crystal.

In our experiments it was noticed that the effective valu
of the electric field that best fitted the experimental resu
were about 40–50% lower than the externally applied fi
which was calculated from the applied voltageV/d. This
deviation is attributed to an inverse static electric field tha
building up during recording, which is reducing the streng
of the originally applied electric field and which is probab
inhomogeneous. The buildup of this screening field was
ticed in various experiments@12,18,57–62# and is attributed
2-7
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DELIOLANIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056602 ~2003!
to the resistance of the contacts and to the inhomogen
illumination of the crystal. In order to verify this hypothes
we measured the polarization state of a beam that is dire
transmitted~not diffracted! through the grating and takin
under consideration the effects of optical activity and
duced birefringence. The results showed the existence of
inverse field and its effective value explained the ‘‘loss’’ th
was noticed in the first place. The existence of the screen
field can be an advantage in DE and polarization meas
ments. In order to achieve higher electric fields inside
crystal we switch the polarity of the applied voltage duri
readout so that the screening field that has been build
during recording is now added rather than subtracted.

B. Results for the „11̄0… and „111… cuts

The two distinct cuts on photorefractive sillenite crysta
are along the (110) and equivalent planes, which is a
known as the Huigniard configuration, and along (111) a
equivalent planes. In our experiments a 5.5 mm th
(11̄0)-cut positive (%.0) BGO and a 5 mm (111)-cut
negative (%,0) BGO are used according to the configur
tion shown in Fig. 7.

First we examine the DE of the (110̄)-cut BGO when the
external bias field is applied along@110#. A grating is re-
corded using anEo518 kV/cm external bias and durin
readout~a! an opposite bias (Eo528 kV/cm) and ~b! no
bias (Eo50 kV/cm) are applied. The experimental and t
theoretical results of DE versus grating vector orientation
depicted in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. DE consists of the mean pa
hdc and the oscillating part whose amplitude ishac @see Eq.
~31!# and has two lobes. DE is zeroed when the grating
recorded along@001# (g5690°) because the component

FIG. 7. Crystal configuration~a! the (11̄0) cut and~b! (111)
cut. Here,u8 andgG are measured from theOx axis.
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the external bias field along the grating is zero. It can be s
that when external field is applied during readout,hdc is
symmetric aboutg50 and it generally increases by abo
50%, while for the~b! case the ‘‘right’’hac lobe atg.0 is
lower compared to theg,0 one. The optimum polarization
angle (umax8 52j/21co) for which diffraction efficiency is
maximized is shown in Fig. 8~c!. When the grating is paralle
to the @110# axis, umax8 undergoes ap/2 phase jump and
hac50 for both cases.

In order to examine the validity of the calculations for th
polarization of the diffracted beam, a grating is recorded a
fixed angle g5115° from the @110# axis with Eo
58 kV/cm. During readout bias fields of~a! Eo
528 kV/cm and~b! Eo50kV/cm are applied along@110#
as well. Theg5115° angle is chosen in order to examin
the most general case whereG, and consequentlyEsc, are
not parallel toEo @see Fig. 3~a!#, while, on the other hand, to
maintain high diffraction efficiency. The experimental an
theoretical results for azimuthcaz and squared elipticity«o

2

of the diffracted beam versus input polarization direction
presented in Fig. 9.

The more recent (111) cut exhibits generally an 12
periodicity because@111# axis possesses threefold rotatio
axis. However, in our experiments this property is defea
by the influence of the externally applied electric field f
recording. All the same, the external field which is appli
during recording isEo518 kV/cm, and during readout it is
Eo528 kV/cm andEo50 kV/cm. The results for the DE
andumax8 are shown in Fig. 10. It is noticed thathdc is sym-
metric aroundg50 and is increased almost 20%, while th
‘‘left’’ ( g,0) lobe ofhac is slightly decreased for no-applie
field and is dramatically decreased whenEo528kV/cm is
applied. When the grating is parallel to the@ 1̄10#, @ 1̄01#,
and@01̄1# directions,p/2 phase jumps are occurring inumax8
and hac is zero again. The results for the azimuth and t
squared ellipticity versusu8 for a grating recorded atg
515° to @ 1̄10# are shown in Fig. 11. There is a good qua
tative and quantitative agreement between theoretical and
perimental results for both cuts and small mismatch is att
uted to low diffraction efficiency values, which result i
small signal to noise ratio and to a probable nonuniformity
the electric field. For both crystal cuts that were examin
we can conclude that the application of external electric fi
increases the dc part of the de and decreases the ac
asymmetrically.

In order to establish the previous conclusion an exp
ment measuring the DE versus the applied field during re
out is arranged for both crystal cuts. The grating vector
recorded along the directiong5gopt for which DE is maxi-
n-
FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the experime
tal setup. IF ~interference filter!; L1 , L2 , L3

~lenses!; D and D8 ~Fourier planes!, a11 , a21,
anda8 ~apertures!, P ~polarizer—not used during
the recording process!; A ~analyzer!, and PM
~photomultiplier!
2-8
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FIG. 8. Diffraction efficiency vs grating vector orientation for a 5.5 mm thick (110̄)-cut positive BGO forEo528 kV/cm and 0 kV/cm
external applied field.~a! hdc, ~b! hac, and~c! optimum input polarization angleumax8 . The theoretical curves are plotted fora50.6 and for
Eo5212 kV/cm and24 kV/cm, respectively.
ue

g

r
wo
mized. DE is symmetric@hac(g)5hac(2g) and hdc(g)
5hdc(2g)] when no bias is applied and the optimum val
is g.643° for the 5.5mm (11̄0)-cut andg5630° for the
(111)-cut BGO crystal@31#. The6 values are correspondin
05660
to the maxima on either sideg.0 andg,0 of hac. In Fig.
12 hdc andhac versusEo are presented for two grating vecto
orientations. The two different ac parts belong to the t
different lobes of thehac shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. The
FIG. 9. Polarization state of the beam which is diffracted from a grating recorded atg5115° from the@110# for a 5.5 mm thick

(11̄0)-cut positive BGO forEo528kV/cm and 0 kV/cm external applied field.~a! Azimuth anglecaz and ~b! squared elipticity«o
2 . The

theoretical curves are plotted and forEo5212 kV/cm and23 kV/cm, respectively.
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FIG. 10. Diffraction efficiency vs grating vector orientation for a 5 mmthick (111)-cut negative BGO forEo528 kV/cm and 0 kV/cm
external applied field.~a! hdc, ~b! hac, and~c! optimum input polarization angleumax8 . The theoretical curves are plotted fora50.33 and
for Eo5212 kV/cm and23.5 kV/cm, respectively.
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dc part is gradually increasing but the two lobes are decr
ing asymmetrically up to 8 kV/cm and then increasing, bu
is always hac(243°).hac(143°). The experimental dat
are shifted along the horizontal axis by13 kV/cm in order to
compensate for the screening field. The same phenomen
observed at the~111!-cut BGO~see Fig. 13!. In this case the
experimental data are shifted by14kV/cm. Thehdc is in-
creasing but the twohac lobes decrease and increase asy
metrically. But this time, contrary to the (110̄) cut, it is
hac(230°),hac(130°). This difference between the tw
cuts is attributed to the opposite sense of the rotatory po
% of the two BGO samples. If we change the sign of% then
the inequalities are reversed. The experimental results
both cases are in agreement with the theoretical and with
results obtained in the previous experiments of DE versusg.

VI. DISCUSSION ON THE ARBITRARY CUT

A. Diffraction properties under inversion of the electric field

In order to read into the diffraction properties of the gr
ing we should examine the influence of the inversion of el
tric field on the DE and the polarization of the diffracte
05660
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beam. This is important especially in experiments where
ternating electric fields are applied. The formulas describ
DE and the auxiliary parametersp, q, and s in Eqs. ~A3!
depend on the space charge fieldEsc and on the externally
applied fieldEo . Analysis shows that all the above formula
are even functions of the space charge fieldEsc. Conse-
quently, there is no change in the diffracted beam for a
crystal cut and configuration whenEsc switches polarity.
That is only to be expected since changing the sign ofEsc is
equivalent to an 180° grating displacement. In DE expe
ments any grating displacement is of no importance beca
only one beam is used for readout, in contrast to TW
where such a displacement with respect to the interfere
pattern of the two beams is significant.

The situation is a bit different when the polarity of th
externally applied electric field is changed. When the inpu
linearly polarized («50) DE is even functionh(2Eo)
5h(Eo), butp, q, ands are odd functions. Consequently, fo
any crystal cut and configuration, DEh, azimuthcaz, and
ellipticity «o remain the same, and only the sense of rotat
of the polarization state changes under switching the pola
of Eo . When the input is elliptically polarized («Þ0) the
2-10
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situation is somewhat more complicated. Each of the form
las forh, p, q, ands is decomposed into three parts; the fi
is constant and the second and third depend on cos(2u) and
sin(2u). When«Þ0, an extra term appears on the const
term of each of the formulas above, which depends on
polarity of the external field and is proportional to«. Con-
sequentlyhdc has an extra term which is added/substrac
when the polarity of the applied field is positive/negative. O
the other handcaz, «o , and s get complicated. The abov
results are in agreement with those reported in Refs.@15,38#.

B. Diffraction efficiency independent of the orientation
of the polarization at the input

There are several cases in the literature where the ou
from a grating recorded in a sillenite crystal does not dep
on the orientationu of the polarized light at the inpu
@27,29,31,34,36,37,47,63,64#. This phenomenon is accompa
nied by the exhibition ofp/2 phase jumps on theumax8 plots

FIG. 11. Polarization state of the beam which is diffracted fro

a grating recorded atg5115° from the@ 1̄10# for a 5 mmthick
(111)-cut negative BGO forEo528 kV/cm and 0 kV/cm externa
applied field.~a! Azimuth anglecaz and ~b! squared elipticity«o

2 .
The theoretical curves are plotted and forEo5213 kV/cm and
23 kV/cm, respectively.
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in Figs. 8~c! and 10~c! and it happens on two occasion
when%L50,p,2p, . . . , andwhen the grating vector is par
allel to particular directions regardless of crystal thicknessL.
The former can be observed both in gain and diffract
efficiency investigations and is due to the fact that the lig
passes through all possible polarization states while pro
gating along crystal depth@27#. The latter is found only in
DE experiments when the grating vectorGmin satisfies the
condition uDnxsc

o u5uDnzsc

o u which is derived from Eqs.~A2b!

and~A2c!. This means that diffraction efficiency is the sam
along either of the principal diffracting axes of the mod
lated indicatrix~i.e., Oxsc andOzsc, see Fig. 5!. Therefore,
the elliptically polarized light that is incident on the eleme
tary grating splits into the two diffracting axesOxsc andOzsc

FIG. 12. DE vs electric field applied along@110# for a 5.5 mm

(11̄0)-cut positive BGO crystal. The grating is recorded withEo
e

518 kV/cm. ~1! hdc wheng5643°, ~2! hac wheng5143°, and
~3! hdc when g5243°. Experimental data are shifted b
13 kV/cm.

FIG. 13. DE vs electric field applied along@ 1̄10# for a 5 mm
(111)-cut negative BGO crystal. The grating is recorded withEo

e

518 kV/cm. ~1! hdc wheng5630°, ~2! hac wheng5130°, and
~3! hdc when g5230°. Experimental data are shifted b
14 kV/cm.
2-11
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DELIOLANIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056602 ~2003!
and the two components are equally diffracted. The diffr
tion process does not introduce an extra amplitude or ph
difference between two diffracted components of the be
and consequently they combine and the diffracted amplit
is independent from initial light polarization@hac(Gmin)
50# @31#.

Dnxsc

o and Dnzsc

o are neither functions of the external

applied electric fieldEo , nor of the crystal thicknessL, and
the specificGmin vectors are characteristic of each crys
cut. In Fig. 14 thoseGmin vectors are depicted in a spheric
vector plot for arbitrary cut for a Bi12GeO20 crystal. For each
cut ~i.e., for each light direction of propagation!, a small line
representing the vector is drawn onto the surface of a sp
which is parallel toGmin and perpendicular to the radial d
rection of propagation. Each small line corresponds to t
opposite equivalent orientations since an 180° rotation p
duces the same grating. The diagram is restricted to the
quarter; the other quarters can be reproduced by applying
symmetry elements of the class. The top part of the qua
shown in Fig. 14 which is restricted by the three princip
axes can be divided in four regions. In the central reg
there are three vector orientations for whichhac50, while in
the three peripheral regions only unique solutions exist
can be observed that the vector orientation on each per
eral region is roughly perpendicular to a principal crystal
graphic axis and that the central region is a mix of the ad
cent peripheral ones altogether. On the boundaries betw
the regions, two out of the three solutions coincide and
number of vectors degenerates down to two. Finally the d
gram exhibits the elements of symmetry~twofold and three-
fold axes! that are typical of the sillenite family.

It is interesting to study the diffraction efficiency whe
thehac(Gmin)50 condition holds. In Fig. 15 theh(Gmin) for
a 5 mm BGO crystal of arbitrary cut is shown for linear
polarized input light («50). Among the triplets ofGmin in
the central region of Fig. 14 the ones that produce the hig
DE were used for the calculation. The two cases prese
are for 0 kV and 8 kV applied electric field along gratin
vector orientation. The DE surface consists of 12 lobes
exhibits the twofold and threefold symmetry rotation

FIG. 14. Spherical grating vector orientation plot when DE
independent fromu. The diagram is restricted to the first quarter f
simplicity. In regions~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii ! there are unique solution
which are roughly perpendicular to@001#, @100#, and@010# axes,
respectively. There are three solutions over region~iv!.
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Maxima of DE are located alonĝ110& directions, and a kind
of saddle points occur along the^111& directions with DE
being 66% compared to the maximum at^110&. The appli-
cation of external electric field alongGmin results in a DE
surface with essentially the same shape, but the lobes a
bit more pronounced. The maxima at^110& and the saddle
point at ^111& are increased about 40% and 28%, resp
tively.

C. Diffraction efficiency at optimum grating vector
orientation Gmax

In this section we examine the diffraction efficiency
optimum grating orientationGmax with and without applied
electric field. The spherical vector orientation plot for max
mum DE for arbitrary cut in a 5 mm BGOcrystal is shown in
Fig. 16. The top part of the quarter shown can be divided i
three areas and a threefold rotation axis exists along
@111# direction. In each area only unique solutions exist
which DE is optimized and they are roughly perpendicular
the ^110& directions. Double solutions appear along t
boundary lines of the areas, triple solutions on the cr
points along thê111& directions.

In Fig. 17 the surfaces of the amplitudehac(Gmax) and the
constant parthdc(Gmax) for arbitrary cut and when no elec
tric field is applied externally are depicted. The surfaces
hibit the twofold and threefold rotation axes as expected

FIG. 15. DE for arbitrary direction of light propagation whe
G5Gmin and output is independent ofu for a 5 mm thick BGO
crystal.~a! Eo50 and~b! Eo58 kV/cm andEoiGmin .

FIG. 16. Spherical grating vector orientation diagram for ma
mum DE independent from input polarization for a 5 mm BGO
crystal. In regions~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii ! the solutions are roughly per

pendicular to@011̄#, @ 1̄01#, and@11̄0#, respectively.
2-12
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DIFFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF VOLUME PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056602 ~2003!
they have essentially the same shape. The absolute ma
appear along thê 110& directions local minima exis
along the ^111& directions, being 41% and 43% of th
maxima for hac(Gmax) and hdc(Gmax), respectively. The
hdc(Gmax)/hac(Gmax) ratio ranges between 1 and 1.19 and
values for thê 110& and^111& directions are 1.07 and 1.10
respectively. The above surfaces are similar to the one
culated by Kamenovet al. for TWM gain whenEo50 and
%L5p @47#.

In Fig. 18 the DE efficiency surfaces are calculated
above but for an 8 kV/cm electric field applied along t
optimum grating directionGmax. The shape of the surface
remain the same as before but there is an obvious shrin
of the AC term and an expansion of the dc surface. T
hdc(Gmax)/hac(Gmax) ratio ranges between 1 and 2.1 and it
1.87 and 2.1 for thê110& and^111& directions, respectively
The maximum DEh(Gmax)5hdc(Gmax)1hac(Gmax) when
Eo58 kV/cm is applied turns out to be a bit lower compar
to the case when no electric field is applied for every crys
cut. The worst case is the$111% cuts where DE is 86% of the
original.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a comprehensive ana
cal model on the diffraction from gratings recorded in sil

FIG. 17. DE for arbitrary direction of light propagation for a
mm thick BGO crystal whenG5Gmax and Eo50. ~a! hac(Gmax)
and ~b! hdc(Gmax).

FIG. 18. DE for arbitrary direction of light propagation for a
mm thick BGO crystal whenG5Gmax and Eo58 kV/cm and
EoiGmax. ~a! hac(Gmax) and ~b! hdc(Gmax).
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nite crystals. The theory is based on the analysis of the
ume grating into elementary slices inside the crystal wh
diffract the light. The calculations are performed for arbitra
crystal cut taking into account optical activity and the i
duced birefringence coming from the externally applied el
tric field, as well as the influence of the piezoelectric effe
We assume an undepleted pump beam that propagate
small angle to the normal of the input face~paraxial beam
approximation!. Emphasis is given so that the resulting fo
mulas for diffraction efficiency and the polarization state
the diffracted beam are expressed on the original parame
of the problem~i.e., input polarization ellipticity« and azi-
muth u, eigenpolarization ellipticityk, and refractive index
changeDnx,zsc

). The experimental results are in good agre

ment with the predictions from theory. It should be noted th
during the recording of a grating an inverse electric fie
builds up which decreases the effective value of the ex
nally applied field. Here we summarize some of the resu
deduced from the analysis of the theory:

~1! The piezoelectric effect influences both the elect
optic coefficient and the effective static dielectric permitti
ity. In the latter, the piezoelectric effect increases the st
dielectric permittivity, which results in the reduction of th
original value of the space charge field. The reduction
pends on the orientation of the grating and it can be up
8%.

~2! In general, DE consists of a mean value (hdc) and a
part which depends on the orientation of polarization of
readout beam (hac). The external application of the electri
field bias up to 8 kV/cm along the optimum grating vect
direction increaseshdc, and decreaseshac.

~3! For each crystal cut there are one to three grat
vector directions for which the diffraction efficiency is inde
pendent of the linear polarization of the input.

~4! When the space charge field switches polarity, the d
fraction efficiency of the grating and the polarization of t
diffracted beam remain the same. When the polarity of
external field is switched and the read out beam is linea
polarized, the DE, the azimuth, and elipticity of the d
fracted beam remain the same, and only its sense of rota
switches.

Finally, the analytical solution of the diffraction propertie
of thick phase gratings recorded in sillenite crystals make
possible to investigate in depth the influence of various
rameters on the phenomenon and to optimize their per
mance in several applications.
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APPENDIX

The light electric fieldUo(L) of the diffracted beam is
given in Eq.~29!, whereA, B, C, andD are
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A5
pPo

2fl~k211!2A«211
F ~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!cos~2Dc!„sinu@fL~k221!~k2k2«!1fL~k221!~k1«!cosfL

22k~k212k«21!sinfL#1cosu$2k@2k1~k221!«#~cosfL21!1fL~k221!~k«11!sinfL%…

12~k211!2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!sin 2Dc sin
fL

2 S « cosu cos
fL

2
2sinu sin

fL

2 D1fL~k211!~Dnxsc
1Dnzsc

!

3$@k2k2«2~k1«!cosfL#sinu2~k«11!cosu sinfL%G , ~A1a!

B5
2pPo

2fl~k211!2A«211
F ~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!cos~2Dc!„cosu$fL~12k2!@k«2k21~k«11!cosfL#12k~k2«

12k2«!sinfL%1sinu@2k~k212k«21!~cosfL21!1~k221!L~k1«!fsinfL#…1~k211!2

3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!sin 2DcS 2« cosu sin2
fL

2
1sinu sinfL D1fL~k211!~Dnxsc

1Dnzsc
!

3$cosu@k22k«1~k«11!cosfL#2~k1«!sinu sinfL%G , ~A1b!

C5
pPo

2fl~k211!2A«211
†~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!cos~2Dc !„cosu$fL~12k2!@k2«1~k1k2«!cosfL#12k~k222k«21!sinfL%

1sinu@2k~k2«22k2«!~cosfL21!1fLk~k221!~k1«!sinfL#…2~k211!2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!sin 2Dc

3@cosu~12cosfL !1«sinu sinfL#1fL~k211!~Dnxsc
1Dnzsc

!$cosu@«2k1~k1k2«!cosfL#

2~k21k«!sinu sinfL%‡, ~A1c!

D5
2pPo

2fl~k211!2A«211
F ~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!cos~2Dc !„sinu$fL~k221!@12k«2k~k1«!cosfL#12k~k2«22k2«!sinfL%

1cosu@2k~k222k«21!~12cosfL !2fLk~k221!~k«11!sinfL#…12~k211!2

3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!sin 2Dc sin
fL

2 S cosu cos
fL

2
2«sinu sin

fL

2 D1fL~k211!~Dnxsc
1Dnzsc

!

3$@12k«1k~k1«!cosfL#sinu1~k1k2«!cosu sinfL%G . ~A1d!

The dc and ac parts of the diffraction efficiencyh in Eq. ~31! are

hdc5
p2

8f2l2~11k2!2~«211!
H ~«211!$2~k416k211!~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!21f2L2@~3k412k213!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!

12~k416k211!Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#%1~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2~«211!@~k221!2cos 4Dc~f2L212cosfL22!

22~k416k211!cosfL#116«fL~k221!~Dnxsc

22Dnzsc

2!F ~k211!sin 2Dc sin2
fL

2
1kcos2Dc ~sinfL2fL !G J ,

~A2a!

hac1
5

p2L~Dnxsc

22Dnzsc

2!~12«2!

2fl2~11k2!2~«211!
H 4~k31k!sin 2Dc sin2

fL

2
1cos2Dc @fL~k221!214k2sinfL#J , ~A2b!
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hac2
5

p2L~Dnxsc

22Dnzsc

2!~«221!

2fl2~11k2!~«211!
F4k cos 2Dc sin2

fL

2
2~k211!sin 2Dc sinfLG . ~A2c!

Similarly to Eq.~31!, thep, q, ands parameters that describe the polarization of the diffracted beam consist of consta
u modulated parts:

p5pb1pccos 2u1pssin 2u,

q5qb1qccos 2u1qssin 2u, ~A3!

s5sb1sccos 2u1sssin 2u,

wherepb , pc , ps , qb , qc , qs , sb , sc , andss are

pb5
p2Po

2sin~fL/2!

4~k211!3~«211!l2f2 S 2fLcos
fL

2
$«fL~k221!@~k416k211!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!1~6k414k216!Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#

1~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!@2«fL~k221!3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!cos 4Dc12~k211!3~Dnxsc
1Dnzsc

!~«211!sin 2Dc24«k~k421!

3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!sin 4Dc#%18k~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!cos 2Dcsin
fL

2
$fL~k211!2~Dnxsc

1Dnzsc
!~«211!14«~k221!

3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!@~k211!sin 2Dc2kfLcos2Dc#% D ,

pc52
p2Po

2~«221!sin~fL/2!

4~k211!3~«211!l2f2 S 8k~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2cos 2Dc@~k221!2fLcos 2Dc14k~k211!sin 2Dc#sin
fL

2

12fLcos
fL

2
$kfL@~k416k211!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!1~6k414k216!Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#1~k21!2~k11!2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2

3@~k211!sin 4Dc2kfL cos 4Dc#% D ,

ps52
p2Po

2~«221!

~k211!2~«211!l2f2 Fcos2Dc sin2Dc $f2L2@~k411!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!14k2Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#cosfL

1~k211!2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2sin2fL%1
1

4
f2L2~k2Dnxsc

1Dnzsc
!~Dnxsc

1k2Dnzsc
!~31cos 4Dc!cosfL

1~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2sin2
fL

2 S ~k211!2sin22Dc sin2
fL

2
24k2cos22Dc D G ,

qb5
p2Po

2

2~k211!4~«211!l2f2 F24fLk~k211!3~«211!~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!~Dnxsc
1Dnzsc

!sin 2Dcsin2
fL

2
12«fL~k221!

3~k211!3~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2sin 4Dcsin2
fL

2
1fL~k211!2~Dnxsc

2Dnzsc
!~Dnxsc

1Dnzsc
!~«211!cos 2Dc@fL~k221!2

14k2sinfL#2«k~k221!~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2cos 4DcF2f2L2~k221!2cos
fL

2
2232k2sin2

fL

2
22fL~k426k211!sinfLG

1«k„~k221!$16k2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!22f2L2@~3k412k213!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!12~k416k211!Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#%

12fL~k627k417k221!~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2sinfL1~k221!$f2L2@~k416k211!~Dnxsc

21Dnzsc

2!

1~6k414k216!Dnxsc
Dnzsc

#216k2~Dnxsc
2Dnzsc

!2%cosfL…G ,
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qc5
p2Po
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2
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2 D G ,
sb5

p2Po
2
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2Dnzsc
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21Dnzsc

2!
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Dnzsc
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2Dnzsc
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2Dnzsc

2!
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22Dnzsc
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fL

2
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2Dnzsc
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22Dnzsc
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2
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2
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2
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